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The mission of The Unschool of San Antonio is to cultivate a connection
with the natural world, a habit of curiosity, and robust creativity in children
through playful, experiential learning and vivid encounters with living books.
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Welcome to The Unschool of San Antonio!
Dear Parents and Guardians,
I am thrilled that your child(ren) will be joining us this year! Our
students develop a foundation of skills while forming deep
connections with nature. Your child will learn and grow in the
coming months through exploration, experimentation, creative
arts, animal encounters and outdoor play. They will develop
positive relationships with each other and our learning community.
Our constant pursuit is positivity and warm connection, habitual
curiosity, and unbridled creativity.
We hope you will also feel a sense of joy as your child grows with
us this year. This handbook was created to help answer questions
about our policies and procedures. Please feel free to contact me
about your child’s experience at misty@unschoolsa.com or
210-920-1853.
Together in this,
Dr. Misty Ferguson,
Director
The Unschool of San
Antonio LLC
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Mission Statement
The mission of The Unschool of San Antonio is to foster connection with
the natural world, a habit of curiosity, and robust creativity through playful,
experiential learning and living books.

Guiding Principles and Practices
We believe that childhood should be joyful and free.
We believe that each child should feel surrounded by warmth and care.
We believe that connection, curiosity, and creativity are the foundation of
lifelong wholeness and learning.
We believe it is every child’s right, as an integral part of the natural
community, to develop a deep connection with nature through encounters
with the natural world.
With the end in mind, we set out to create an environment in which children
feel joy, build courage, experience care and belonging, and become lifelong
readers, writers, and problem-solvers.

We cultivate

by

joy

observing nature
playing
interacting
singing
discussing
moving
creating
exploring
reading

courage
care
belonging
literacy
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Nature is our classroom. There is a growing body of research that links
nature-based learning with future academic achievement, improved
physical fitness, a more developed understanding of science and math
concepts, reduced effects of ADHD and better academic performance all
around (see http://richardlouv.com/books/last-child/). Being connected to
nature is wired into every human being. Busy modern lives have left many
people, including children, disconnected from this core. Our program
prioritizes this fundamental need while also building the same academic
skills children are presented with in traditional schools, albeit in a more
developmental aware and appropriate way.
In contrast to traditional schooling, at The Unschool of San Antonio,
children have extended outdoor time each day. Children interact with and
care for live animals, both those native to our local community and
domesticated animals in the Farmyard.
Children develop earth-friendly habits such as recycling and composting.
Children eat, grow and prepare healthy foods for snack. Children create
and reflect on learning through a variety of expressive art forms using
natural and recycled materials.
Curiosity is our curriculum. Our educational philosophy underscores our
commitment to child-centered learning. We guide students to new learning
as children ask questions, express curiosity or concern, and show
enthusiasm towards discoveries. Students experiment, problem-solve and
explore with their senses. Students voice opinions and express ideas
through language and the arts. Students develop friendships and learn
from one another through cooperative play. In other words, students
actively participate in all aspects of learning!
Our pedagogy centers on play. We provide a supportive, safe learning
environment to encourage discovery, questioning, and experimentation
through play. Through play and cooperative learning, students cultivate
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empathy, celebrate the diversity of all living things, and develop their own
voice.
Our approach is grounded in the work of pioneering educators and recent
research. Our approach is influenced by the respect for childhood of
Reggio Emilia schools, Montessori’s notions of child-centered learning and
doing, Waldorf’s reification of experiences in nature, and Mason’s
promotion of habits of mind and practice and interaction with living books.
Alongside this approach to children and their learning, we embrace the
“science of reading” and cognitively guided mathematics instruction which
elevates mathematical thinking over rote memorization.
It helps to understand the following terms which help describe the aspects
of our day-to-day learning:
informal learning: knowledge acquired through discovery, natural
interactions with others and environs
formal learning: knowledge acquired through a structured curricula or
content presented by teacher
sensory learning: activities or materials for exploring that incorporate
sight, smell, touch, taste or sound
experiential learning: knowledge acquired through direct, hands-on,
sensory learning experiences
unstructured play: play that does not involve adult rules, adult narration or
adult direction. Adults are always responsible for removing hazards and
checking for unsafe conditions anywhere a child plays. Adults are
always there to support, guide or help a child in need.
nature play: unstructured play in a natural environment
child-led/centered/driven: following children’s interest in activities, topics
or places to allow them to make true meaning out of experiences
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adventure play: play that allows children to determine their own physical
capabilities (EX. climbing a tree) in which children learn to assess their
own risks independent of adults telling them what they are able to
do/capable of doing
emergent curriculum: refers to the fluid nature of learning by which
children’s ideas emerge as they interact with others and the learning
environment
provocation: an invitation to explore, examine, create or reflect based on
given materials; there is not one correct way for the child to interpret a
provocation
Role of the Educator at The Unschool of San Antonio: Children are
understood to be competent and capable learners engaged in their own
process. Thus, here, the traditional role of the teacher is re-imagined. We
believe that teachers provide guidance and support and allow children the
space, time, and opportunity to explore their own interests. Teachers learn
alongside students with a strong emphasis on observation. In brief, the
educator sparks engagement, keeps everyone safe, builds community,
draws out learning, and knows when to just get out of the way and let it
happen!
Role of the Child at The Unschool of San Antonio:spacing While we
always have a plan for the day, we know that children will intuitively lead
themselves to the experiences and learning they seek. Each day is
different and, through their play, they are creating deep connections with
the natural world and each other, developing social and physical skills,
and beginning to figure themselves as an important part of a larger whole.

Staffing
The ratio of teachers to students will not exceed 8:1. Two adults are on the
premises at all times. All staff are CPR/First Aid certified and are fully
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vaccinated against COVID-19. Background checks are on file for staff.
Please ask if you would like to see a copy. The lead teacher maintains
Texas teacher certifications. All volunteers comply with fingerprinting and
background checks and are expected to understand and use ethical
guidelines as educators and professionals.
Hours of operation: Monday - Friday, 8:00-3:30

Registration and Enrollment
The Unschool of San Antonio does not discriminate on the basis of religion,
race, ethnicity, culture, gender, orientation, or ability.
Preference for admission will be given as follows:
●
●
●
●

Children presently enrolled
Siblings of children presently enrolled
Siblings of children formerly enrolled (alumni)
All others on the waiting list

To enroll, fill out an application form and submit it with the application fee. If
space is available, we will send an enrollment contract. Within two weeks
you must sign and return the contract, along with your non-refundable
one-time enrollment fee of $375 per child to secure a placement.
Siblings: If you enroll siblings in The Unschool, we will apply a 15%
discount to the second (and subsequent) sibling’s annual tuition fee.
Wait List: If we are unable to place a student upon receipt of an application,
we will add them on a wait list. If an opening arises, we will notify you.
Confirmation: Enrollment is secured upon notification of receipt of the
registration form, tuition contract, and nonrefundable one-time registration
fee. By the first day of attendance, each child must have a complete
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enrollment file. The first month’s tuition must be paid thirty days prior to
school start.
Any changes in address or telephone number should be reported promptly
in writing via email. Telephone numbers of emergency contacts and
individuals authorized to pick up the child should also be kept current.
Please be aware that registration for current families opens January for the
following school year. Registration for the following school year will be
secured upon receipt of (re)enrollment packet and nonrefundable deposit
equaling the first month’s tuition.
Registration will open to the public in February to fill any available slots not
taken by current families.

Tuition
The Unschool of San Antonio runs from September through May. (Summer
options may be available for summer 2022.) Three tuition payment options
are offered: yearly, semester, and monthly payments. Tuition payments
remain the same regardless of absences, holidays, vacations, etc.
All payments will be arranged through electronic transfer (ACH
transaction). The recurring monthly payment is due by the first of the prior
month. If the first falls on a holiday or weekend, payment will be processed
on the following business day. For example, the December payment is due
on or before November 1. If you desire to change your payment method for
the month or would prefer to use a different card, please let us know one
week in advance.
In the event that monthly tuition payments are not paid by the first day of
the month, a $20.00 late fee will be assessed, and tuition must be paid
immediately. Each day after the first day of the month, an additional $5 late
fee will be assessed. Parents are responsible for meeting payment
deadlines as per the Registration Agreement completed when registering.
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Any fees which are not received by written deadlines imply a withdrawal of
the child from the school and may result in a loss of enrollment of the child.
Families who withdraw a child during the school year are expected to pay
the full balance of annual tuition unless the school can immediately enroll a
child from the waiting list to fill the resulting vacancy.
Should circumstances arise that require you to withdraw your child, written
notice is required at least thirty days in advance. Please see the tuition
contract concerning withdrawals.

Come-and-Play Days
Prior to school starting, we will schedule Play Days with each family. During
this time parents can visit the school with their child(ren) to see the space,
meet the teacher, and play. (See COVID-19 Response Plan for 2021-2022
changes to events).

Grouping
Children at The Unschool of San Antonio are boys and girls whose ages
range from 5-8 years old (upon enrollment). Children may remain enrolled if
they turn nine before the end of the school year. Mixed-age learning is
optimal for child growth and development. Teacher to child ratio is 1:8, with
two adults on the property at all times. The 2021-2022 inaugural class will
not exceed eight children.

Arrival and Departure
The Unschool of San Antonio operates five days a week, Monday through
Friday, from 9:00 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. with enrichment activities available until
3:30.
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Parents should wear a mask at drop-off and pick-up for the 2021-2022
school year.
Arrival: The gate to enter will open at 8:45 a.m. When you arrive, please
sign in on the attendance roster then help your child place belongings in
the cubby provided and wash hands. If necessary, please apply insect
repellent or sunscreen (provided) to your child before you leave.
Departure: The gate will open for dismissal at 2:15 p.m. Please sign your
child out and remember to check for any reminders every day. We will send
texts and emails about your child’s development daily. We love to talk to
each family on a daily basis, but in the interest of safety and confidentiality,
please wait until the last child is picked up if you need to discuss matters
with the teacher in detail.
If something prevents a child from being picked up on time, please call or
text 210-920-1853 to explain that you are running late.
Written authorization from a parent/guardian is needed for other adults who
will be permitted to pick up a child. The names of these individuals should
be provided at the time of registration or in writing via email during the
school year. Children can be dismissed ONLY to those persons whose
names appear on the registration form or in other written form as outlined
above. Changes to the registration form must be made in writing via email
by the parent. Children cannot be released to siblings younger than 16
years of age.
Under no circumstances will an adult be permitted to pick up a child without
authorization. In an emergency, a parent/guardian may call 210-920-1853
and give authorization over the phone. The allowance of phone
authorization is at the discretion of the staff and is grounded in deep
concern for the safety of all children. The Unschool of San Antonio has no
legal authority to refuse either parent the right to have custody of their child
unless this is court-ordered, and the school has a copy of the judgement. It
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is requested that noncustodial parents arrange visitation pick-up/return
around non-school hours.
Each time your child must go home with someone other than his or her
regular guardian (but who has been listed on your paperwork), please fill
out a separate notification/permission slip stating the person’s name,
contact information, and your authorization to give to the teacher that day.
For your child’s safety, we will ask to see a Driver’s License to confirm that
individual’s identity.

Inclement Weather:
Delays and Cancellations
If the Northside Independent School District (NISD) declares a closing or
late start due to inclement weather (flooding, snow, ice), The Unschool of
San Antonio will be closed. Should our School closings ever differ from the
NISD public schools, parents will be notified via email and on Facebook.
No refunds are given for days deemed necessary for school closure, and
missed days will not be made up.

Personal Days and Flexibility
The Unschool calendar follows the Northside calendar, including Teacher
Workdays, which are used as days to manage family needs such as
healthcare appointments. While we will make every effort to avoid any
sudden cancellation, if illness among our own family requires cancellation
of any class days, families will be notified as soon as possible and credited
those charges.

Late Policy
Children must be picked up by 2:45, if not participating in an enrichment
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activity. Families who have not picked up by this time will be charged $15
plus an additional $1 per minute after that.

School Calendar
The Unschool of San Antonio follows the calendar of the Northside
Independent School District. School will begin on August 23 and end on
June 2.

The Daily Rhythm
14
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Our days flow naturally through a flexible but predictable schedule. We
invite and embrace emergent curriculum as we follow students’ interests,
which we study through observation and discussion. We are facilitators of
learning, always watching and recording students’ needs, skills and
discoveries.
In mild cold, wind, heat, or rain, we will stay outdoors. If we have to be
indoors because of severe weather, we extend our time to launch a special
project, experiment, or experience.

Daily Rhythm
(Times are approximate)
Arrival ~ 10:30

Play, Create, Sing, Read, Discuss, Move, Observe, Garden, Interact
with animals, Complete individual and group projects

10:30 ~ 11:30

Snack, Story Circle, Phonogram Practice (Reading)

11:30 ~ 12:30

Optional Group Activity (science project, art experience, animal
care, gardening tasks, etc.)

12:30 ~ 1:30

Lunch, Super-Solvers Circle (Mathematics)

1:30 ~ 2:30

Play, Create, Sing, Read, Discuss, Move, Observe, Garden, Interact
with animals, Complete individual and group projects

2:30 - 3:30

STAY and PLAY
MWF -- Snack + Fun Spanish + Play
TTh -- Snack + BrixAlive! (Lego play)

Early Arrival and Stay-and-Play
Enrichment Activities
We offer an early arrival option from 8:00-9:00 a.m. for $40/month.
Enrichment activities are offered until 3:30 p.m. and includes a snack and
either Spanish play (songs, stories, and puppets) or Lego activities (and
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website development in the second semester). Enrollment in enrichment
Stay-and-Plays is offered in two-day, three-day, or five-day packages.
Sessions

Stay and Play w/ Snack

Cost

Two-day

Lego Club: BrixAlive

$65

Three-day

Spanish Fun

$80

Five-day

Brix Alive and Spanish Fun

$100

Snacks and Lunch
Please feed your child a wholesome breakfast each morning. Food
allergies should be noted on your child’s health form and an emergency
plan must be created.
The Unschool of San Antonio is nut-free. Avoid sending items with nuts or
which have been processed in facilities which process nuts.
We do provide snacks each day mid-morning and for those enrolled in
Stay-and-Play activities. Sharing snacks and meals together is an
important part of our approach at The Unschool. We use the opportunity to
discuss what it means for food to have high nutritional value and how
mealtimes offer us a chance to rest our bodies and connect with each
other. Snacks will contain as little sugar as possible. We will offer
appropriate portions of protein and grain, along with a fresh fruit or veggie.
When possible, we will eat veggies and fruits from the students’ own
gardens and breads/grains that the children prepared themselves,
reflection a long tradition in emergent/responsive educational approaches
Parents will be provided a snack menu via email.
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The school does not provide meals for the students, but lunch is eaten
together, adults and children. Families are to send a nutritious lunch every
day for their child. Lunch should be brought from home in a reusable lunch
bag. Fruits and vegetables should be prewashed and cut before they are
sent into the school. Grapes and carrots are a choking hazard and must be
cut lengthwise or they will not be allowed to be eaten. Refrigeration is
available if your child’s lunch needs to be refrigerated however there is no
microwave. We provide water for the children to drink each day so you
should not send a drink. We also provide and maintain aluminum drinking
bottles for each child. These bottles will be washed, sanitized, and dried
daily.
We will be emphasizing the need for less waste and reusable items. Please
pack your child’s lunch in containers that can be washed and reused.
Lunch leftovers will be composted when possible.

Hand Washing
Thorough hand washing is the best prevention to reduce the risk of
transmission of infectious diseases to themselves and to others. Children
are taught hand-washing procedures and are periodically monitored. Hand
washing is required by all staff, volunteers, and children.
Staff assists children with hand washing as needed to successfully
complete the task.
Children and adults wash their hands
● On arrival for the day
● After using the toilet
● After handling bodily fluids (e.g., blowing or wiping a nose, coughing
on a hand, or touching any blood, mucus, or vomit
● Before meals and snacks, before preparing or serving food or after
handling any raw food that requires cooking (i.e., poultry, eggs, meat)
● Before and after playing in water that is shared by two or more people
17
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Before and after interaction with animals
After moving into or out of the indoor classroom
After handling garbage or cleaning
Staff wear gloves when handling blood or bodily fluids that might
contain blood, which includes wiping a child’s nose, but hand washing
is required even after using gloves!

The Unschool of San Antonio will provide several outdoor hand-washing
facilities. Proper hand washing procedures are followed by adults and
children include:
● Using liquid soap and running water
● Rubbing hands vigorously for at least 20 seconds, including back of
hands, wrist, between fingers, under and around any jewelry, and
under fingernails.
Alcohol-based hand rubs in lieu of hand washing are considered a
temporary measure. A sufficient amount must be used to keep the hands
wet for 15 seconds. Since alcohol-based hand rubs are toxic and
flammable, they will be stored and used according to the manufacturer’s
instructions.

Cleanliness
Because children will be outside most days, the sun’s UV rays will help to
keep their environment sanitized. All outdoor high-touch surfaces and all
indoor surfaces will be sanitized or disinfected daily according to CDC
guidelines. Environmentally safe cleaning supplies will be used and stored
and locked out of reach of children.
The sinks, hand-washing stations, and bathrooms are cleaned during the
day and after school each day.

Injury and Illness
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(See COVID-19 Response Plan for Pandemic-specific Information)
Parents will be notified of injuries, minor cuts, and scratches requiring first
aid by teaching staff. We will text after appropriate treatment has been
completed (band-aid, antibiotic ointment, ice pack) and a written accident
report will be provided when you pick up your child. The report is to be
signed by the parent and copy will be kept in the child’s records.
Additionally, we will notify parents by text if a child bumps his/her head or
something happens that needs a parent decision for possible medical
treatment.
We very carefully remove hazards from the environment. We do a daily
walk around the property (with the dogs) before children arrive to check
and treat fresh ant hills, wasps’ nests, snakes, new cactus growth, etc.
However, we are in south Texas; we cannot completely eliminate
environmental risks endemic to our place. Fire ants, wasps, hornets,
scorpions, thorns, burrs, stinging nettle, cedar pollen, and other pests are
part of being outdoors here and must be reckoned with everytime and
everywhere we interact with the natural world. We believe that education is
the best prevention. At the beginning of the school year, we will help each
child learn to identify each threatening plant and insect and make sure
each knows how to best avoid bites and pokes (i.e. keep shoes on, check
for nests before entering tight places, always look before sitting, sit on
something covered rather than bare knees, never put hands/feet into a dark
hole, etc.)
In the case of ant bites, stings, and prickles, we will remove stingers/thorns,
wash, apply cool cloths or ice, and use anti-itch/antibiotic cream if
authorized by you. We will check on the bite the rest of the day to monitor
improvement. If multiple bites occur or a reaction seems severe, we will
apply cold compresses and keep the child calm while we notify you. We
keep epi-pins on the premises should a child experience sudden allergic
reactions.
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We also take heat and hydration very seriously. Children’s water intake will
be carefully monitored as will their levels of sun exposure. We will have
shade trees and a pavilion to provide a cooler place to play if there are
concerns about excessive heat. The Daily Rhythm is set to provide space
for rest, rehydration, and cooling in the shade or pavilion. We will also
encourage children to play under the oak grove or in the woods when the
afternoon heat begins.
When a child becomes ill during the day, parents will be notified
immediately in order that they can pick up the sick child. In an attempt to
prevent illness from spreading, sick children will be distanced from others,
yet comfortable and comforted by a familiar adult. If you are to be away
from your usual phone numbers on any given day, please let the teacher
know how to reach you. Please keep your emergency contact numbers
up-to-date.
In the case of an emergency when a physician is needed, EMS will be
called and the information given on the enrollment form will be followed.
EMS arrival time to the property is two to three minutes.
For daily attendance, the children must be free of symptoms as follows.
● An illness prevents the child from participating comfortably in
activities, including outside play in all weather
● The illness results in a greater need for care than the staff can
provide without compromising the health, safety, and supervision of
other children
● In the past 24 hours, oral temperature of 101.0 degrees or greater.
Child must be fever free without fever lowering agents such as
acetaminophen or ibuprofen for 24 hours before returning to school
● Two or more vomiting episodes in the past 24 hours
● Two or more episodes of diarrhea or loose, watery stools in the past
24 hours. Rash with a fever, discharge from the eyes, mouth sores
with drooling, wheezing, behavior changes, or other unusual signs
20
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until medical evaluation indicates the child can be included in
classroom activities
● The child has been diagnosed with any communicable disease,
including, but not limited to chicken pox, mumps, diphtheria, scarlet
fever, fifths disease, strep throat (24 hours after treatment and without
fever for 24 hours), lice (after treatment and all nits are removed),
conjunctivitis or pink eye (24 hours after treatment), impetigo (after 24
hours of medication/treatments and covered, if needed). Until medical
evaluation determines that the disease is no longer communicable
and the child is able to participate in classroom activities, the child
must recuperate at home.
When children are exposed to a contagious illness, we will inform parents
verbally and via email. Any child that may be under-immunized (when
medically necessary) will be immediately excluded from the group of
children, if a vaccine-preventable illness occurs in the school. Parents will
be called to pick up their child immediately to prevent the child from
becoming ill. Children will be allowed to return once the illness has been
contained.
If a student becomes ill and a sibling attends the school. Both students will
be sent home until cleared by a physician. Parents of children with chronic
symptoms of colds/allergies may be asked to have their child checked by a
physician to rule out any infection. Written documentation from a physician
is required for readmission if your child has had a communicable disease
(see list above).
Staff follow the same exclusion rules as children in regards to
communicable disease. Families of the children in the school must provide
information on exposure to communicable diseases, so that whatever
measures are necessary to prevent or control spread of infection can
begin.
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The Unschool of San Antonio is not able to administer medication at this
time. If your child requires regular doses of medication during the school
day, you will need to make arrangements to administer it.
Due to the Global COVID-19 Pandemic, we have developed a COVID-19
Response Plan that expands our Injury and Illness Policies. Every family
must read our COVID-19 Response Plan and sign a release form in
addition to this handbook. In the event a policy outlined here contradicts the
one in our COVID-19 Response Plan, the COVID-19 Response Plan will
prevail.

Emergency Preparedness
Fire drills, severe weather, and active threat drills are each practiced four
times a year. In the event of an environmental emergency or other
circumstances that would require The Unschool of San Antonio to leave the
property (gas leak, toxic fumes, chemical release, bomb threat, etc.), we
will take the children in our personal vehicles to our evacuation site:
Tally Road Baptist Church
3120 Talley Rd, San Antonio, TX 78253
Phone: (210) 679-7360
If a neighborhood evacuation is ordered by the fire or police department,
we will follow the evacuation orders and emergency location determined by
the authorities. Every effort will be made to have each child in a seatbelt,
but in the event that all children must be evacuated off site immediately,
some children may need to be double belted in the cars. In the event
that it is not safe to return to The Unschool property, parents will be called
to pick up their children from the designated location.

Parental Notifications
Parents will be notified in person, by phone, and/or in writing:
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● if their child is injured and the injury requires treatment (band-aid,
ice-pack, etc.)
● if the child has a symptom requiring exclusion from care
● if the child has been involved in any situation that placed the child at
risk
● if there is an outbreak of any communicable disease/illness according
the Health Department standards,
● if any situation renders The Unschool property unsafe
● if there are any changes to policies or procedure
● if there is a change in the staff working with your child on an everyday
basis.

Immunizations
Each child registered for The Unschool of San Antonio is required to have
on file a health statement which includes a record of up-to-date
immunizations and the signature of the child's attending physician or
source of medical care or a signed and dated affidavit stating that the
family, for whatever reason, has chosen to decline immunizations for their
child.
All immunizations required for the child’s age must be completed by the
date of admission to The Unschool of San Antonio (the first day of school).
It is the responsibility of the parent/guardian to ensure that children receive
immunizations as needed and provide updated shot records as soon as
immunizations are received. Children without up-to-date immunizations will
not be admitted.

Sunscreen and Insect Repellent
We will apply sunscreen and insect repellant only when written
authorization by the parent or legal guardian has been obtained. We will
apply sunscreen and insect repellant once a day (after lunch). Parents
must do the first application before the child comes to school. We will
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provide sunscreen at the gate. If sunscreen or insect repellant are applied
by spraying the application, this will be done outdoors and away from
others to avoid inhalation by children and adults. We will use only
sunscreens that are rated safe at https://www.ewg.org/sunscreen/. If you
wish to have a certain sunscreen applied to your child, please make sure to
send a labeled bottle. Hats, sunglasses, and lightweight long sleeves are
always encouraged.

Animals
Animals are a central part of childrens’ experience at The Unschool of San
Antonio. We will take every opportunity to teach the children about animals,
offering them real responsibility for their caretaking. All animals in our care
have been properly vaccinated and are under the care of veterinarians.
Proper handwashing will be closely monitored before and after any animal
interactions.
Children will be carefully trained to handle the animals in a way that is safe
both for themselves and the animals. Animals may include chickens,
rabbits, lizards, toads, goats, quail, worms, beetles, turtles, etc. There are
dogs on the property; they will be kenneled when the children are present.
Other pets may be added to the school at any time. If your child has any
allergies to any kind of pet or pet supplies, please let a teacher and the
office staff know so we can ensure your child’s safety and comfort while at
school. If any animal interaction causes discomfort or injury to a child,
parents will be notified. In the event of animal death, we will help children to
process any feelings according to the latest clinical recommendations and
communicate with families about our conversations at school surrounding
loss.
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Clothing
Outdoor discovery requires freedom of movement in non-restrictive clothing
that protects us from the weather. Please dress your child in clothing that
can get messy so they will feel free to participate in messy projects and
splash in mud puddles. Expect that your child (and their clothing) will get
dirty! Children should not feel encumbered by the need to keep their
clothes clean while at The Unschool of San Antonio. If at any time your
child's clothing becomes uncomfortably cold or muddy, we will offer them
their extra set of clothes.
Upon drop-off, children are encouraged to change into the natural-rubber
boots that we provide each child, leaving their own shoes in the cubby at
the gate. Wearing boots offers them an extra measure of insect/snake/plant
protection. Boots also slip off easily for sand/water play or curling up in a
hammock with a book. Also, when children keep a pair of clean shoes to
change into before learning, your car will be saved a sandy, muddy mess.
If a child does not wish to wear boots, please send your child in closed-toe
shoes that will protect their feet from the heat, stickers, and fire ants.
Sneakers or well-fitting hiking boots are best. Children will be encouraged
to keep their shoes on but will be allowed to remove them in the Sand Pit.
For rain, your child will already have their natural-rubber rain boots and a
rain jacket at school. We also provide clean slipper socks for each child
should we have to spend a day inside.
Please provide an extra set of clothing to leave at school. The clothing
should be stored in a zipper-topped bag. Include an extra pair of
underwear, socks, pants/shorts, and shirt. Be sure to label all items and
remember to exchange this clothing as your child grows into new sizes and
when the seasons change.
Hot weather: We are outdoors every day! Children should wear sunscreen
to school along with a hat. We will reapply their sunscreen at lunch with
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your permission. Children will be allowed to play in the water and to
completely soak themselves if they choose. We will not change children to
swim clothes for water play. Though it is counterintuitive, lightweight, long
sleeved shirts are often cooler as they protect the skin from the sun. Light
colors are always cooler than dark. Lightweight pants offer some protection
from fire ant bites and scrapes.
Cool mornings and cold weather: It is not uncommon in south Texas to need
a jacket and jeans in the morning only to be in tank tops and shorts by lunch.
Please be aware of these swinging temperatures and have your child dress in
layers. It is perfectly acceptable to have your child leave a sweatshirt or
jacket at school for those cooler mornings. Keep in mind that children often
move a great deal and will tend to be warmer than we might feel as we stand
in the shade. During the winter months, children may need warmer clothes
than their peers who stay inside all day. Please have warm, waterproof gloves
or mittens, a hat, and an actual winter coat available should legitimately cold
weather occur.
Rain and Storms: Children will remain outdoors during mild rain or wind.
They will keep an all-weather rain jacket at school along with natural-rubber
rain boots. Any signs of lightning or thunderstorm activity will send us inside
for the duration.
We may send text messages or email updates if specific weather or school
activities will require more careful clothing choices. If childrens’ play,
movement, or safety could be improved with clothing choices, we will raise
the issue with you as soon as we notice.

Indoor Classroom
Children will be outside all day, everyday unless the temperature/chill factor
is below freezing or the temperature/ heat index is over 100 degrees or
there is lightning or severe weather within 10 miles of the school. The
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Unschool uses online tools to monitor storms and make decisions
regarding outdoor activities.
If a child has been ill and needs to be kept indoors, it is necessary that the
child be kept at home until he or she is able to participate in all of the
activities at school. No child will be allowed to stay indoors alone or with an
adult.
COVID-19 Plan: When children move to the indoor classroom, they will
wash their hands and use disposable child-sized masks (which we will
provide) if the CDC is currently recommending mask use for indoor
gatherings of unvaccinated people. Every effort will be made to enhance
ventilation.

Birthday Celebrations
Birthdays are important and exciting. Each child will have a birthday
celebration on their special day. They will be offered the Birthday Costume
(a choice of dress-up clothes). The teacher will read the story of the child’s
life (provided by their parent/guardian). The students will sing and offer
kind words of admiration for their classmate. All celebrations will be
scheduled by the teachers and take place on the school day closest to the
child’s actual birthdate. Children with summer birthdays will be assigned an
Unbirthday or Half-Birthday celebration sometime during the school year as
well. Birthday celebrations will include a special homemade treat at snack
time (the Birthday child’s choice) and gift (a new children’s book) provided
by The Unschool of San Antonio.

Assessment/Achievement
Students at The Unschool of San Antonio will make gains beyond the
scope of what is typically measured on standardized assessment
examinations, which have been shown to be both racially-biased and
poorly normed anyway. That said, as parents and teachers, we are
interested in the learning and development of the children in our care.
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Therefore, at The Unschool of San Antonio, we strive to make students'
thinking and learning visible and document that learning, creating a story of
each child’s growth.
This approach is informed by the “documentation” practices of Reggio
Emilia-inspired schools. In this model, teachers focus on telling the story of
learning, that is, teachers narrate the process of growth children experience
instead of evaluating finished work or assigning a grade. We will use a
variety of narration techniques--taking photographs or videos of students’
processes, writing descriptions of student activities, collecting and
displaying samples, and transcribing audio recordings of conversations as
they problem-solve and/or trouble-shoot. These pieces are shared with
parents, including narration and commentary from the students themselves.
While we follow an emergent curriculum at The Unschool, we can easily tie
the learning we document to the Texas learning standards (TEKS) to create
equivalency for grade level achievement. Because nature-based learning
and self-driven projects are interdisciplinary, we are able to tick many boxes
off in one project, usually working in, around, and among grade levels
rather than within just one. Our learning goals for children have much
greater breadth than the TEKS articulate, but TEKS that have been
accomplished for each project are included as part of the documentation
process. Thus, the records kept for each student will identify not only what
standard has been met but also how. This body of information will be
available to inform you and any future educator of what your child’s “level”
is, even without standardized scores or grades. If a school district or
teacher requests a report card for a student who has left The Unschool of
San Antonio, we will produce such.

Communication
Families are welcome visitors to The Unschool of San Antonio at all times
(see COVID-19 Response Plan for 2021-2022 school year). We will
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establish and maintain positive communications with parents through daily
conversations, text messages, phone calls, and individual notes/emails.
It is very important for teachers and families to work together to help
children participate successfully. This begins with positive two-way
communication. When teachers and families exchange information on a
regular basis, children’s care becomes more consistent and responsive. If a
misunderstanding or disagreement should arise, we will always take time to
figure out what the problem is and strive to work toward solutions together.
At The Unschool of San Antonio, we consider ourselves an extension of
family. We can advise and consult in matters of education because of years
of experience and training, but we will always decide on a plan together
with parents. We welcome questions and cooperation in our joint pursuit of
joyful learning for our students.

Family Events*
*Please see COVID-19 Response Plan for details about family gatherings
in the 2021-2022 school year
Ritual and tradition are important components of building happy memories
and marking time for young children. At The Unschool, we have weekly
traditions (Tea on Tuesdays for morning snack with art discussion and
creation or poetry reading and writing) and Friday Specials (in which we
prepare fresh bread together or a special treat to share with families). We
also follow the calendar with special events that align with the changes in
the seasons. (See COVID-19 Response Plan for co-cooking and
multi-family events).
We recognize that certain times may not work for your family to attend an
event, so we schedule some events during school, some after school, and
some on weekends. We hope you can join us for some of these special
family events! Siblings are welcome. Dates and times to be announced.
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Come-and-Play Days: This casual event allows families to get familiar with
our space and meet us. We will schedule the best time for each family to
attend in the weeks before school begins.
Pancakes and Play: One Saturday a month, we welcome families for a
pancake breakfast and playtime. Students, siblings, parents, and
grandparents are welcome to drop-in from 10:00 a.m. to noon. Please note
that this is a family event; parents will be responsible for their children, but
the pancakes and fixings are on us.
Harvest Party: Warm apple cider, hotdogs, s'mores, and other seasonal
treats are provided after school around the campfire before the annual
Family Pumpkin Carving trophy is awarded.
Winter Workshop: This crafty event starts with family wreath making using
natural elements. Try your hand at other arts and craft ideas developed by
the students.
Martenitsa: Join us for a traditional Eastern European holiday that
celebrates signs of spring. We will start some seeds together!
Flower Fiesta: We celebrate Texas wildflowers and pollinators. Come in
your best pollinator costume. There will be Fiesta floats and food.
NOTE: Please bring canteens, mugs, or sippy cups for your family when
attending our events. This cuts down on waste!

Confidentiality
All concerns should be addressed with the teacher after dismissal or during
a scheduled conference (whether in person, online, or by phone). If you
would like to set up a conference with the teacher, please email
misty@unschoolsa.com or text/call 210-920-1853 after dismissal. While we
will text throughout the day with updates about learning and fun, we prefer
to discuss any more weighty matters over the phone or in person.
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All information we have access to and discuss will be held in the strictest
confidence. We will refrain from discussing personal information concerning
children, families, and staff in the presence of children and other adults. If
we feel concerned that a discussion should take place in a more private
setting to protect confidentiality, we will make the necessary adjustments.

Records
Our child privacy policy is very important to us at The Unschool of San
Antonio. All steps will be taken to protect your child’s privacy. Any personal
data you give to us will be only used for the purpose agreed upon. We will
not share your child’s health information with third parties, unless legally
required to do so. A binder will be kept behind closed doors and out of
reach of children containing files that will include student name, allergies,
health concerns, and emergency contact information for quick access
during an emergency. There will also be an electronic version of this
information saved to the cloud for searchable access.

Cell Phones, and Media
Cell Phones: Families are encouraged to refrain from talking on their cell
phones and to finish any message posting or checking before dropping off
or picking up their child. Separation is challenging for children; they benefit
from feeling connected when saying goodbye and reuniting. They will often
have stories to share and structures or art they will want to show you. Your
enthusiastic and uninterrupted interest will communicate your love and
support. We all want to model loving, intentional presence. For this same
reason, please understand that, during the school day, response time to
non-emergency messages via text or email may lag. We will always
respond as soon as is appropriate and safe. Updates and photos may
sometimes come at the end of the day or in the evening for this same
reason.
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Media: Upon registration and enrollment, you will be asked to sign a media
release consent form. Photos will only be shared once consent has been
given and for the purposes agreed upon, such as program promotion
(website, Facebook, promotional videos, and parent updates) or the blog.
Even with your permission, we will avoid posting images in print or online
with childrens’ faces.
We will send photographs of children to parents only through private texts
and emails to detail learning and share fun moments. We ask for your
discretion in sharing these photos on social media platforms. In fact, we
strongly urge families who choose to post their photos and/videos on blogs,
Facebook, Instagram, and other social and digital networking venues to
use extreme caution and good judgment when choosing to do so. You
should never post a photo which includes a child other than your own
without the expressed consent of the other child’s parent. Our photo
releases do not protect others from liability nor are we able to share which
children we may not have the approval to photograph at all.

Community Connection Guidelines
The physical and emotional well-being of every child is our absolute top
priority. We strive to ensure that each child is safe physically and feels safe
emotionally while in our care. We cultivate a calm, empathetic atmosphere
with clear expectations for all participants. We believe that when children
feel seen and when they are allowed developmentally appropriate play and
movement, they are more likely to come together as a community in
alliance than to engage in defiance.
Once children feel seen, heard, and free, they can look towards us for
modelling and follow our lead. They will usually accept our non-judgmental,
empathetic, collaborative guidance. This will create a foundation of trust in
which we can build a healthy relationship. There may be moments when
children express their differing opinion and big feelings in ways that we
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might not, but we see it as our job to provide strategies for them to express
themselves in more effective and pro-social ways. They will be more open
to learning how to express themselves differently when they feel we listen
and respect their point-of-view.
To maintain this atmosphere, adults at The Unschool of San Antonio
mindfully model and coach appropriate strategies for children to solve
social problems, such as sharing or including peers in play. If a child is
having a hard time controlling their responses, adults will assist in a calm,
helpful manner, that encourages children to identify and express what they
are feeling as they become more emotionally literate and empathetic. We
help children connect to their feelings, express their feelings with language
that reflects their feelings and respects others, and to cognitively connect
their decisions to natural consequences.
Through close observation and assessment of the function of the child’s
behavior, teachers are better equipped to develop individualized plans for
each child’s success. Techniques that are NOT used include physical
punishments, withholding of snacks or fun, bribery, threats, derogatory
remarks, coercion, exclusion, or any other methods that may frighten or
humiliate children.
We communicate regularly with parents. If a student is not responding, we
will work with parents/ guardians to address behaviors of concern and
implement an education support plan designed to meet the child’s unique
needs. We balance the needs of the entire group with the support
necessary for individual children to be successful.
Adventurous Play: For children, outdoor play is a basic need and inherent
to play is the necessity of risk. Adventurous play takes many different
shapes but always involves pushing limits and comfort zones in a thrilling
and exciting way. It’s about testing oneself and finding out what happens.
During risky play, children not only experience an element of danger --
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actual or perceived -- but they also gain rewards like confidence and
mastery.
Risky play is integral to whole-child development, well-being, and health. It
helps children develop self-esteem, confidence and their socio-emotional
self. Risky play helps develop physical literacy in children and foster
cognitive skills. Moreover, it helps children learn how to independently
manage risks and be safe, which is why it is so important!
At The Unschool of San Antonio, we offer children adventure play in a few
categories (see Sandseter, 2007) and therefore have developed some
guidelines around this sort of play. Our desire is to find a way to say “yes”
to as much play as possible while keeping everyone as safe as possible.
● Play with Heights: Ever notice that if there is anything to be climbed,
kids will climb it?
● Rough and Tumble Play: Fencing with sticks? Wrestling with friends?
Rolling around in the mud or dirt? This type of play is a balance
between play and real fighting and is common in all young mammals.
● Play with Tools: Hammers, drills, screwdrivers offer children immense
sensory input and opportunities for muscle coordination.
● Play with the Chance of Getting Lost: This happens when children
are given a chance to be alone and to perceive “disappearing.”
In order to allow children these important opportunities for adventurous
play, we have developed the following community guidelines.
Tree Climbing: Children who wish to climb trees need to be able to climb
trees and descend comfortably on their own if they want to climb them (i.e.
adults will never “give them a boost” or lift them up). Maximum height off
the ground is roughly equal to their personal height. Certain trees will be
designated for climbing to those who express an interest.
Sticks: Sticks longer than any child’s arm must be handled away from
others. Children will be reminded that “big sticks need big space” and
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asked to move toward a more open space. No child will be permitted to
climb or run with a stick or hit another child.
Rough and Tumble: All rough and tumble play must have enthusiastic
consent from all who are participating. Children will be instructed about
body boundaries--their own and others’-- about stopping the play when
anyone says stop, and touching others only if allowed.
Tools: Children will be allowed the use of some tools. Though supervised,
these are potentially dangerous. Children are taught over the course of
many weeks to respect and use these tools with care – and never before
10 AM (too sleepy!). In any event that children have (supervised) use of
tools, they will be provided safety glasses and non-slip gloves.
Getting “lost”: Children will never be unsupervised. They may feel that “no
one knows where they are” in a self-built structure or tree circle, but we
maintain constant head counts and will never leave a child to play without
supervision (though we may be discrete enough to let them feel the thrill of
a solo adventure).
Fire: Students will have occasional (supervised) opportunities to build and
create fires in the fire pit. This includes lighting them with matches or other
means (magnesium and steel, bow drill, etc). Strict guidelines are in place
around fires and students must earn this privilege through skill,
development, and trust.

Behavior Concerns
When handling challenging behaviors, the teachers will seek information on
how the family(s) deal with this behavior at home. The teacher, families,
and other professionals work as a team to develop and implement a
strategic individualized plan that supports the children’s inclusion and
success for children with persistent, serious, or challenging behavior.
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Challenging behaviors may include physical or relational aggression,
regular tantrums, and refusal to follow community guidelines. Positive
support strategies used to address behavior may include removing or
modifying materials from the environment, shadowing, positive redirection,
etc. Documentation will be kept on the progression of the behavior. When
dangerous or disruptive behavior persists, brief removal from the group is
used (but never removal from supervising adults). Parents will be called for
extremely disruptive behavior that causes a safety issue for the child,
teacher, and/or other children. The goal of this policy is to limit or eliminate
the use of suspension, expulsion, or exclusionary measures.

Termination of Enrollment
Exclusionary measures are not considered until all other possible
interventions have been exhausted, and there is agreement that exclusion
is in the best interest of the child. Once all documentation and plans have
been implemented and revised, and all strategies and techniques have
been exhausted by the school, exclusionary measures may be taken. The
program offers resources to the family in accessing services and an
alternative placement.

Child Abuse and Neglect
Adults at The Unschool of San Antonio are trained to identify and report
abuse and neglect and are committed to compliance with the Texas law on
reporting abuse and neglect of children. The law requires any person,
including personnel at a school or childcare facility, who has cause to
believe that a child’s physical or mental health or welfare has been or may
be adversely affected by abuse or neglect by any person- whether a parent,
a staff member, or anyone else-to make a report to the appropriate
authorities, Child Protective Services at 1-800-252-5400. The program is
required by law to cooperate with any investigation of child abuse or
neglect.
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Acknowledgment
I have received, read, understand and agree to comply withThe Unschool
of San Antonio Parent Handbook including those for:

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Registration and Enrollment
Tuition
Grouping
Arrival and Dismissal Procedures
Inclement Weather
Personal Days
Late Policy
School Calendar
The Daily Rhythm
Early Arrival and Enrichment
Activities
Snacks and Lunch
Hand Washing
Cleanliness
Injury and Illness
Emergency Preparedness
Parental Notifications
Immunizations

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Sunscreen and Insect Repellent
Animals
Clothing
Indoor Classroom
Birthday Celebrations
Assessment/Achievement
Communication
Family Events
Confidentiality
Records, Cell Phones, and
Media
Community Connection
Guidelines
Challenging Behavior
Termination of Enrollment
Child Abuse and Neglect

❏ I understand that these policies are subject to change and that I will
be notified in a timely manner by text/email if/when changes occur.
Parent Name: ________________________________________________
Parent Signature: _____________________________________________
Date: _______________________________________________________
Child(ren) enrolled: ____________________________________________
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